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To Dr. Oliver 
Sage 
Earthfather 
Drawn up to you 
We settle back and awe your wisdom. 
You 
Great Sharer 
Whose expectations are stars beyond 
We stretch to reach 
Too, curl up when unattained. 
You 
Solid striding steps 
Bristling gl'.ayed hair 
Alive eyes 
Dare to set on equal planes 




·:'- ~; ... . . 
Lydia 
With love 
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Walden 
Elaine Coughlin '69 
be,_ 
Walden, 
pond or state of mind? 
What draws me close? 
The world I leave is 
much confused with busy 
things, buying things, 
trading things, storing 
things, things "more easily acquired 
than got rid of." 
I don't want to be that way. 
I'll come to your shore 
and share your life 
for at least a while. 
I'll build a house, 
as men have always built shelters, 
and at night I'll hide within. 
But like a child, 
I'd rather for a while run 
in your wet coldness 
and be free. 
I'll make my house to suit my purpose 
then open it 
that farmers, poets, and wasps alike 
may visit me 
for I intrigue them all. 
Day by day 
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I watch you 
and probe your depth 
and width and length 
and see your color change 
in an instant from blue to green 
yet be the same. 
Unconcerned 
with the world around 
your self-fed waters 
care only for your life within, 
though life around you touches you. 
A red squirrel and a jay and I 
will watch you part with summer 
and pass from autumn into winter and slowly freeze. 
Winter, 
death-like, 
closes in and cramps your shores. 
The bubbles now beneath your icy shield 
blot out unfrozen parts 
and the world enters, 
taking from you 
chunks of ice, 
a very part of your being. 
Yet you seem not to care. 
I, too, have fallen prey to nature. 
She has taken for her part 
small chips of my freedom. 
My wooden shell is more secure now 
than your woods can be. 
Daily I come out 
to watch the world take you apart piece by piece 
carrying you into the city. 
Solid now 
you can safely bear the weight of many men 
as they track across your surface 
in search of ... what ... 
Fowl? Game? Immortality? 
What is the difference? 
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Three months from now ... four? 
ice will melt, 
unlocking the promises 
and their secret will be lost. 
Forgotten 
Anne-Hart Herrick '69 
Your scars, 
where the ice was taken 
where men walked, 
will merge with your whole green-blu e sur fa ce 
again alive, 
Even I, a friend, 
will have no real testimony 
of my stay. 
You will go on being Walden 
ever changing 
never changing 
an independent world. 
Like the ice cutters 
I will carry off my piece of you 
though you'll not notice. 
Part of me is Walden . 
Make New Friends 
Sandra Hillman '69 
D id you ever lie in the middle of a room exactly between the 
ceiling and floor? You wish you could be down on earth or up 
in the clouds, anywhere but this abstract middle. Here I am 
surrounded by an impermeable air moat - oh, the joy of a 
bunk bed! 
Flick, the light has gone out. All right, mind, please follow 
suit. Don't you realize these precious moments saved for pure 
unconsciousness are rare? Why must you persist in overtime? 
Shadow, shadow, on the wall 
Have you found any meaning at all? 
The shadows will be different next year. They will be cast 
off someone else. Will she snore? The sun was bright as we 
walked and talked this afternoon. I have warned her - and 
myself. It is too late, I Must sleep. She will learn and I will 
forget. If I stretch another inr.h my toe will reach the cord. I 
could have the power of lig}, .tess and darkness. The room will 
be different too. If she buys the other bedspread it will be a 
false imitation; that would hurt. The beginning .... 
"And in the beginning there was light." 
Yes we should have light pastel spreads to match. Oh, she 
might have a spread. 
"Spread over the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 
Cornes a pause in the day's occupation 
That is known as the Children's Hour." 
You know she likes Mary Poppins, too. That's a shame. 
Good-bye Bob Dylan. She plays the guitar. She said she would 
teach me a duet on the autoharp. I must learn not to be dis-
cordant. Sleeper beneath me, you who are in "Patience," how 
have you contributed to my roundedness? Diets, hum .. m .. m? 
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A Winter Poem 
Annette Friedman '6 9 
To hell with you. We all find our releases in different places ... 
you should be thankful! She's my size, we could swap clothes. 
Enough, to sleep! 
" ... When the bough breaks the cradle will fall ... 
. . . down will come baby ... " 
This is like being pregnant. Being in a bunk bed is feeling life 
existing simultaneously with yours. I can hear her breathing 
and feel her heart pulsate through her body. I shall be lonely 
next year. 
"Alone, alone, all, all alone, 
alone on a wide, wide sea." 
I am surrounded by a sea of darkness. It washes everything 
in the room to a grayish black. Over the abyss I see nothing-
ness. The Ancient Mariner had slimy friends. 
"Make new friends 
and keep the old. 
One is silver and 
the other gold!" 
I'm tired and it is late, very late ... 
"Make new friends and .... 
When need, as well as love 
is blind, 
And innocence blends dangerously 
with devotion -
All may be lost. 
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Ticked Time 
Joyce Freedman, 69 
A tear escaped from his creased eye. Soon his entire body 
was immersed in a flood of salt water. He slowly opened his 
eyes. Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming ... It was a 
task raising his lids, for they had been locked for days. He 
hesitantly expelled his tongue from his dried mouth and 
rubbed it over his lips. The crumbs of flesh scattered about his 
mouth and he swallowed them in a single lump. His hair, par-
tially concealed by a white bandana, was tangled with black 
blood. Oh mother. Stroke my head, my silken blond hair like 
you used to do. Mother I miss you. He resembled a wounded 
soldier who had just been carried from the battlefield. God if 
only that had been the reason. Let me go to war - Let me fight 
them. I'll be a hero, a hero, a hero, a hero ... His eyeballs sank 
into his lower lids as he examined all four of his immobile 
limbs; first his right arm; then his left; then sadly his both 
legs. The swing the slide, the seasaw, the sun ... I want to play 
games with you I love you darling. I love you I love you I love. 
It was only a few moments ago that he had realized where he 
was - in that hospital room disinfected with non-emotional 
wash. 
White white everywhere 
doctors, nurses, beds and chairs. 
Food and thought 
Sound and sight 
All white more white. 
He fingered the glass of water that lay on the little night-
table to his right. A little nighttable with a little chest of 
drawers for all my neat little belongings - all my useless 
treasures. Everything so organized and proper - everything 
precision made - wasn't that clever and considerate of them? 
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He thought that a better idea would have been to have Joshua 
come. Yes Joshua. Joshua with his reddish torch beard - and 
words of fire. Josh boy. Joshie baby. That's what we used to 
call him. Oh Josh come to me. How's the jazz band? Release 
me. Read to me. Soothe me. Cool me. Read Poetry Two and a 
Half. Please Josh please, please, please please . .. 
You think you're cool. 
00000 man, so do I think I am, 
and don't you forget it 
for as long as your insides 
breathe in the scum you let it, 
and you let it but good. 
You command yourself, 
"Absorb, absorb." 
And when your insides are crammed 
you don't stop, you holler 
"More" 
Okay man, stuff yourself with 
lies and ideals you can't feel. 
Dammit man, feel or die! 
He remembered. Feel or die. Feel or die. I want to feel. I want 
to feel. Oh I want to. Let me find meaning. Let me feel. Feel or 
die. Feel or die. Die? 
He tried to collect his thoughts. He didn't want to. He 
couldn't. Why am I here? I can't be me here. Not here. My 
conscience. 
Balloons, balloons in the black 
in the sharp black dark. 
Pretty to touch, pretty to see, 
Pop them 
Drop them 
Alone is me. 
The four walls began to come forward upon him - pushing 
in. The cubicle room was growing smaller. The walls increased 
their pace and began to run toward him. He was being eaten. 
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Just a Thought 
Joyce Freedman '69 
A Time 
Joyce Freedman '69 
Serenity is jostled in the wind. 
Today is mazed in tomorrow. 
Soul is lost in deception. 
As life is lost in sorrow. 
It came upon in a princely state 
And seemed to be content. 
Virtue, pulchritude, kindness all, 
The maiden did relent. 
The star shone gay but sly 
And evening prepared to quell. 
The maiden appeared as ripe as ever. 
The golden apple fell. 
Vanquished and forlorn the prince did weep, 
For like rose-fire she so endeared, 
Searched forever but did not find. 
It all had disappeared. 
14 Still Life 
Sue McNabb '70 
,1 

Bloomzog (with apologies to James Joyce and Saul Bellow) 
Gail Kershaw Manner s, '6S Coming to Europe had been Ramona's idea. It would com-
bine a honeymoon and a rest for them both, she had said. She 
needed to leave the responsibilities of her flower shop for 
awhile, and establish some fresh outlooks. Moses, too, needed 
a change from the city. After all he'd been through. She hadn't 
said the last, but Herzog now added it for himself. Besides, 
he'd seen it unspoken in her eyes. And then, Herzog might find 
the peace and the inspiration he needed to begin his Romantic 
studies again. 
Ramona was not content to make a superficial inventory of 
the Berkshire house during the week she and Herzog spent 
there in the summer. She poked around the dusty non-living 
rooms, refinding the treasures that Madeleine had once found 
at auctions. Junk. But there was a cut glass bowl, a bone china 
serving tureen with a delicate green floral pattern around its 
handles and cover, and a hand carved cradle. These things 
Ramona decided to take back with her to the city. She had some 
womanly idea about using the cradle in the window of her shop 
- for a planter or something. 
Herzog had been outside, picking the flowers that grew wild 
around the peeling house and in the field of knee high grass. 
He had been watching the sun and wind turn a clump of white 
daisies into a graceful, laughing group of little girls, like Junie 
when he heard Ramona's excited voice calling his name. Whe~ 
he reached the kitchen she was there too, holding the cracked 
leather valise in her hands. Her eyes, her beautiful eyes, shone 
with wonder and triumph, and her warm mouth cried with dis-
covery and plans. Of course, she did not know, she said, but 
Moses, your hard, hard work. She had read some of it, and it 
seemed that .... He sighed, closing his eyes, and using the 
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enamel painted table to steady himself. The dusty valise. The 
eight hundred pages of jumbled ideas. He could say nothing, 
and Ramona was too busy rushing on to notice him. Finally, he 
had mumbled, yes. Yes, of course. Someday he thought he 
would begin again. Then Ramona had noticed the flowers held 
limply in his left hand. Oh, Moses, she said in the most 
womanly of voices, and she took the warm stemmed flowers 
from him and pressed the lavender and white to her face, 
breathing in their wild fragrances. Then she looked at him 
noticing for the first time how tired he was. She kissed him 
gently and persuaded him to rest before dinner. The automobile 
accident must have upset him more than she realized, she said. 
The winter had been long and slow. Ramona had been his 
one comfort in the white days of eternal snow. His brother Will 
had sold the house, not for twenty thousand dollars of course, 
but still, as Will said, at least Moses now had a comfortable 
sum in the bank, and he needn't worry. Well, it was done. Will 
had seemed pleased. Madeleine and the house are gone now, 
Moses, he had said to Herzog at the airport after closing the deal. 
You have no worries. You're a free man. And a good one. Good 
old Will. Always comforting, always encouraging. Through 
the mist in his eyes, Herzog watched Will's plane take off. He 
left the windy airport and returned to the warmth of Ramona. 
He could not forget Will all that day or even the next; he had 
a deep affection for Will, for all his brothers and his sister. 
In the spring Herzog asked Ramona to marry him. She 
agreed immediately, and they felt as young and alive as the 
college students they saw kissing in the park. Now they were 
in Ireland, or rather he was. Ramona had gone to England to a 
flower show, leaving him to work on his new book. 
He went to the window and tried to open it. Stuck. He felt 
the pressure of the sash on the palm of his hand as he pushed. 
There. He breathed deeply. People today don't really breathe. 
How many smells have I missed while thinking of Madeleine? 
The night dampened earth, and yes, the smell of fresh cut grass 
as in Connecticut. He felt the pressure of his thumb and fore-
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finger on his eyelids . It was only when he noticed the relief it 
brought in nerve feeling that he remembered he had been 
squinting into the sun . He turned from the window letting the 
breeze follow him inward . 
In the bathroom he looked scornfully at the tub. He was a 
shower man himself. Never could stand all that soa king and 
sitting even as a child . He turned to the basin in preference. 
Water. Cool water splashed over him and out over the floor. 
Without opening his eyes he reached for a towel and found 
only empty space. His hand questioned the air. Then he knew . 
This was Ireland ; he reached left instead and was rewarded. 
He dressed slowly thinking of Ramona as she was that morn-
ing. She dressed confidently and correctly. He watched the 
blending of green and gold. Almost like one of her flowers . She 
turned quickly toward him when she finished, flawless, not a 
wrinkle or smudge. Not for his approval because she knew 
how she looked, but for his inner pleasure. Like a child about to 
share a secret, yes, that was it. 
"I give you the lady, Ramona ," she said. And he rose from 
their bed to kiss her deeply, only to feel her body tighten under 
the pressure of his arm , and to hear, " Oh , Moses , do be more 
careful not to wrinkle me. " His tie looked back limply from the 
mirror, like the choked emotion he felt inside his chest. 
He had coffee and a bun with Ramona . Funny about break-
fast. Daisy had always had to have little colored mats on the 
table under each plate . The paper was always there but could 
not be read until after the juice , cereal, eggs, toast, and tea . 
Madeleine liked going to an exclusive restaurant for bre akfas t. 
That only happened before thei r marriage . Ramona , who was 
watching her weight, just had coffee . Black coffee and a little 
bun or a piece of dry toast. For breakfast I would like . ... No 
one had ever asked. When he was a child his mother had put 
the food on the table, and when he married his wife always did . 
"We could both lose a few pounds," Ramona said . 
He stooped over by the bed and pulled the blanket and 
wrinkled sheet up from the floor . There have always been 
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books. No, he would not think of the dusty volumes urider his 
bed in Chicago. The dust from the cracked leather rose in the 
sunlight. He sucked in his breath, closing his eyes in the same 
reflex action. 
-Haah-cheew! 
The thumb side of his left hand jerked upward toward his 
body, and he felt the handle of his valise give way. He lifted 
it tenderly with both hands, and sat on the bed, the valise in his 
lap, carefully examining the jagged scar about the leather 
handle. His fingers touched first the scar, and then the gold plate 
just under the handle. M.E.H. Moses Elkhana Herzog. It had 
been given to him by the publisher of Romanticism and Christi-
anity. Such a long time ago. Where have I lost all .... 
A faint knocking came from beyond the livingroom door. It 
seemed as though it belonged to another apartment, but it per-
sisted, and grew louder. Herzog placed the valise on the bed, 
and scowling went to the outer room. 
-knock, knock, knock 
Perhaps Ramona had forgotten .... 
A man with expectant but at once puzzled, apologizing eyes 
stood two steps from him in the hall. 
-Yes? 
-Mr.? Oh, I ... am sorry to have ... umrnm ... troubled 
you. I was looking for .... The clerk said it was the room on the 
right as I was coming up the stairs. Perhaps it is the second 
room. 
Is he? There are so few in Ireland. Wish he were in the light 
so I could see his face better. Might say. No. Better not. 
Stranger. No one has said anything about. Where is he from? 
-My error, sorry to have caused you any trouble. Good day. 
Never did like that clerk. Certain he said. Ears not quite as 
sharp as they used to be. Read something about that. Part of 
the ear starts to .... Have to check on that again. Age slows 
down all processes but time. 
He stopped at the second door and knocked. All quiet. No 
one moving inside. Must try again later. Slowly he rewalked the 
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hall, his cane always advancin g one step before h im. His eyes 
paused again at the door now on hi s lef t . St ra nge r. Wonder 
what he's doing here? Perhaps he will need. 
Bloom descended the stairs like a small child ju st learning. 
Like Theo. Less concentration thou gh. l ess joy a t the bottom 
too. At the ocean now. Early for a vacation . Water still too 
cold for swiming . Milly alway s was a seasid e g irl. Hope they 
don't catch cold. Hu sband has an ide a abou t photo graphy. 
Never did explain why they had to go befor e the se ason. 
From behind the worn dark desk, the clerk smiled in his 
vague, face to the public smile. Could he hav e g iven me the 
wrong room? 
-Mr. Brassil. You did say he was the second room on the 
right. 
The clerk nodded. 
-He 's out then. Might want to know in case anyone else 
inquires. Good day. 
The glare of sun off his gla sses reached for the building 
across the street, shot off a window , ran down the side and was 
gone. Hot day. Going to be a very hot day. Wonder if it will 
break a record for this time of year. He ran his fingers affection-
ately over the leather band in his hat. The stained sweat mark 
made dark and light patterns in the leather. His fingers stopped 
at the crease mark in the leather . Wonder how many times of 
careful searching that took. He replaced the hat on his head, 
and readjusted it with a small pull forward . The metal tip of 
his cane tapped the stones as he walked. 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
-Bloom, observed the new blonde next to red from behind 
the front window. 
Hah! scoffed Linehan. Wonder how many ads the old boy 
got today. 
What's this. Coming the 28th. Martha. Tour from London. 
When was it I? Molly was advertised better than that. Still can 
sing, but only when she thinks I'm not listening. Voice not what 
it was. Shame women have to feel the loss so strongly. 
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A young man and a girl stepped up to the curb and into a 
hotel. Still love a good leg. Those Irish girls. Those lovely girls. 
Should go in to the paper. Might have a note from Caffrey. Said 
he'd let me know if he'd be free Wednesday or Thursday. 
Might take a good ad. Remember him as a child down on the 
beach with his sister. 
A child's voice and a woman's voice came from within a 
sidestreet house. 
-This is the way we wash our face, wash our face .... 
Music always in the air. Sounds we make just go up and 
drift around. Molly is up there. Someday Ireland might hear 
her again. Lovely, the way she sang. Her breasts rising and 
falling. The warmth and flush rising from her neck to her 
cheeks. Sitting with me in the carriage afterwards. Tired and 
warm. Going home. Just cocoa and a little fire, and maybe the 
cat. 
Inside the office door Bloom looked over the few remaining 
heads and backs of heads. Same colors, same shapes, but no 
one I know. Guess I really am the only one from the old paper. 
Most of them retired when Crawford did. I will too, someday. 
Don't have a desk anymore. Don't need it though. He looked 
into the box marked Bloom. Empty. Maybe tomorrow. 
It is she, Martha, thou lost one. Wonder if Molly would 
enjoy seeing that. Might be painful to hear someone else now. 
Still. Molly. Where did I put that note? He pressed his right 
hand over his breast coat pocket. No crackle of paper there. 
His hand slid into his hip pocket. Right? No. Ah, left. Here. Fill 
prescription from Dr. Mulligan. Never thought he would 
amount to anything. Aunt bought his way through medical 
school they say. Wonder. Is there any truth in that. Scandals 
at universities. Pay someone to do your work for you. Molly 
likes him. Flatters. Pay someone. Mild tonic. Book from library. 
Cheaper to buy her one. Last time the one from the library got 
lost. Could have bought one for the fine money it cost me. 
From the cuffless pants by a handkerchief carelessly pulled 
from the right hip pocket came a folded creased Catherine 
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The City 
Phyllis De Reamer' 67 ~ II II ,, .. 
L 
marked, came the plaything of forty years ago of a boy now a 
man, saved as reminder of days past and of things yet to do, 
came the watermarked paper carefully falling, turning, blown 
to rest at the tip of the cane of Leopold Bloom. 
And Bloom securing the end of the bill with his cane, bent 
agedly forward, down and down, and plucked. Carefully 
opened and examined and recognized and called. 
-Wait. Just a moment please. You dropped something. 
Herzog puzzled over the voice coming from behind him. That 
tone. Does he want me? Turning as he thought, Herzog found 
the same surprised eyes of early morning. Something in that 
face is familiar. Familiar beyond this morning. Did I meet him 
before, here or on the continent? 
-Pulled this out of your pocket with your handkerchief. 
Russian ruble isn't it? 
Embarrassed, Herzog held out his hand for his old bill. 
-Yes, it came from Russia with my father. 
It's crossed the Atlantic twice now. Worthless really, but it 
reminds me of things that I must do someday. 
-It's strange. 
-What? said Herzog thinking he meant the ruble. 
-That we should meet by accident twice in the same day. 
Astrologist would say it was in our stars. Very interesting about 
the stars. I have a handbook of Astronomy myself. 
-I've never really studied the stars. Just read incidental 
articles when I saw them in magazines. Last summer in Con-
necticut I got to know a few of them just by lying and watching 
them before I slept or couldn't sleep. They are such silent and 
penetrating bedfellows. 
Connecticut, thought Bloom. 
-Ah yes. Connecticut's that rectangular state. There's a 
notch out of the top and an angular piece sticking out toward 
the lower left, that would be the south-western part of the 
state, said Bloom more to himself than to his listener. Then you 
are an American. Thought you were a foreigner when I saw 
you earlier. 
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Herzog watched Bloom's fluidly moving face as he spoke. 
The slow mechanical mind seemed spread out before him, and 
he anticipated the thoughts before Bloom said them. 
-Well, I'm an American, yes. But not from Connecticut. I 
guess you can say I'm from New York because that's where I 
live now. His thoughts jumped to Chicago but he said nothing 
about it. 
Bloom's mind reached for New York, but instead he said, 
I did some moving when I was young. Let's see, I've been in 
Dublin now in the same house for over thirty years. 
The bells in Father Conmee's church finished the hour. 
ten, eleven, twelve recorded the minds of Dublin. 
-Noon, said Bloom. A drop of blood oozed from the crisp 
edge of a knife cut kidney in his mind. 
-Can you recommend a good restaurant? asked Herzog. 
Wrong term. Must remember where I am. 
-If you'd care to join me. I was just thinking of a place 
where we could get a bit to drink and eat. He straightened with 
a little effort, and rubbed his fat hand over his stomach. A 
small gurgle answered in concern. 
Herzog enjoyed this man. There was something so amus-
ingly sad about him. 
-Bloom, Bloom said drawing Herzog's attention back to 
him again. I'm Leopold Bloom. 
-Herzog. Moses Elkhana Herzog. Herzog took the soft 
moist hand that was offered him. Herzog of the suffering 
hearts, he sometimes thought. 
Ritual. How many times a d~y do we perform the same little 
rituals? Good morning dear. Hello. How are you today Mrs.? 
And the mister? the children? Tip the hat. Shake the hand. My 
name is .... 
Both men smiled mildly with their eyes. 
-Well then, it's this way. 
Walks slowly. Must be, let's see, seventy perhaps. Getting 
older myself. Can still. Maybe I'm a little heavier than I used to 
be. Firm though. Hair not grey, teeth my own. 
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-Have you ever been in Dublin before? 
-Yes. Two years ago, or was it three? I toured Europe as a 
visiting lecturer. Gave lectures on Romanticism and Christi-
anity. Herzog knew the old feeling of alone. Europe had been 
his recovery room, from the operation of divorce and madness. 
It was supposed to make him forget, but Dublin and each of 
the other cities had been singular reminders of how alone he 
was, and how much of a failure he had been at marriage. HQw 
different it was this time with Ramona here. Wonder if she is at 
the flower show yet? 
-Then you've probably seen most of the high spots in 
Dublin. The Liffey for example, you've probably been there. 
-Yes. Ramona, she's my wife, and I were there last week. 
We went to a bridge where the children and old men were 
throwing food out for the sea gulls and watching them dive 
for it. 
-Keen sight those gulls have. I tried throwing paper to them 
once. Crumpled it up to look like a little cake. One of them 
started to dive for it, but saw what it was and backed right 
off. Smart. They are very smart. 
-Here, Bloom said. They've got the best kidney in Dublin. 
He turned into a doorway, but Herzog reached before him 
and held the door. Startled, Bloom looked at him slowly. 
-Thank you, he said formally, and Herzog knew that for 
once he had done the one thing never done to, but always de-
sired by the old man. 
A bar, long and shining and no doubt the pride of the owner, 
was on Herzog's left as he entered. Bloom had gone right and 
was seeking a round table from among the many. The one he 
choose was within easy view and hearing of the bar, and near 
enough to the window that they might look out. 
-A kidney, Bloom said to the waitress who had followed 
them to the table with napkins and silver. Crisp on the outside 
but moist within. And beer. 
Herzog was puzzled. No one had presented him with a menu 
and no American plastic letter wall menu was visible. Kidney? 
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No, not today. The waitress was looking at him now, waiting 
for him. All of Ireland waits for the voice of a foreigner. 
-Could you suggest .... 
The waitress recognizing that he was no Irishman did not 
wait for him to finish. 
-We have good steaks today. You might try that or ... 
-Steak. Fine. Medium rare. And a salad, and some red 
wine ... no better make that beer. Better in the heat. 
The bar door opened and a scuffle footed man in bagging 
clothes looked round, spotted the waitress, and tried to inter-
cept her before she reached the kitchen. 
-Anything today miss? he said to her as she pushed open 
the door. 
-What? Oh, Blazes. No not here, but Mr. Harrington has 
been asking after you. 
-Boylan, Bloom muttered. 
-Excuse me? I didn't hear what you said. 
-Oh, I was just thinking of a man my wife used to know. 
Blazes Boylan. 
Wife used to know. Something in that tone. My wife used to 
know. Gershback. Wonder what Valentine and Madeleine are 
doing now? Could he mean his wife too? With Boylan? 
Outside the window and across the street, two children were 
kneeling beside a doorstep, watching something. 
-Must be an insect. Children love to watch bugs. One of 
them just put a twig down. I bet they're making the bug walk 
in a maze. 
-My son, Marco, loved insects. One summer at camp that's 
all they could get him to do - study about insects. 
Rudy. Would have done that too. Like those two boys. Pes-
tered them, but learned about them. Learned. 
-Is your son here with you? 
-No. He lives in Connecticut with his mother. I've been 
married before. 
Lost his son, too. 
The green eyed waitress brought their food. Hot browns and 
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cold crisp greens and red, and the cold bubbling beer with 
moisture already forming on the glass. In silent agreement both 
men began carefully cutting and tasting the first of their plates, 
finding it agreeable in temperature, seasoning, and other in-
stinctual palatal senses. They ate in haste and pleasure, looking 
at each other, nodding occasional comments of highest praise 
for meat, and vegetable, and beer. These observers of white 
bubbly foam watched the golden liquid slip out from under the 
white, leaving small patterns of singularly beautiful bubbles 
to slide amoeba-like back to their glass bottom resting place, 
to finally dry and be scrubbed away. 
-Ah, said Bloom rubbing his stomach and emitting a small 
belch. 
-You have fine taste Mr. Bloom, said Herzog. Must re-
member this place and come here again. Not with Ramona. 
This man. We do have something, share something. 
The watery eyes met straight on. Held. Nothing. 
The tables were beginning to fill, and the shuffling of people 
and dishes was beginning to bother Bloom. 
-Shall we go? sighed Bloom, pushing himself from the 
table. Using his cane to help him rise, and taking his hat, he 
led the way to the bar where he paid for his lunch. One and 
three. Prices have gone up. Used to be able to get lunch for 
less than a shilling. 
The street, in bright contrast with the pub, left the men 
briefly dizzy and uncertain of where they were. There was an 
awkward silence. Strange how we met. Who is this man? Com-
ment on the weather. Always safe. 
-Hotter than ever now. Knew when I got up this would be 
a hot one. 
Herzog felt the aloneness creeping in again. We're going 
to part now. Of the lonely heart. 
-Are you going to be in Dublin long? 
-Yes. At least Ramona and I think we'll stay for the sum-
mer if everything works out. He thought of the valise. 
-Well, then, we'll meet again. 
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-This time I'll knock on the wrong door. 
-Or I'll drop, he thought of the ribbon in his pocket that 
used to be on Molly's camisole, something, he said. 
They both laughed. 
Joking sufferers. 
-Well then, said Bloom putting on his hat and holding out ' 
his hand. 
-Thank you. 
-And you. Good-bye. 
Herzog watched Bloom cross the street and walk away. Sud-
enly he seemed startled out of his thoughts. 
-Mr. Brassil, he called. Mr. Brassil. 
He quickened his pace to catch up with the man who had 
turned from his companion and stood waiting for Bloom. 
-Buy a flower mister? 
Two wide brown eyes stared out of a dirt smudged face. 
Junie, Herzog thought, and he slipped a coin out of his pocket 
and pressed it into the palm of the girl child standing before 
him. 
The cool velvet touch pansies, carefully arranged in a bowl 
on the table beside Herzog's bed, gave out their delicate smell 
to the evening air. The night breeze blew through the forgotten 
open window. Herzog dreamed of Ramona lying in a field of 
gentle flowers. He turned to her amid the wrinkled sheets, and 
fondly put his arm over the old valise. 
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Linda Wood 69 
'-- . 
Get down from that tree 
Laurie Abrams '67 
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"Get down from that tree you old goat," 
called man. 
But woman just sat there 
swinging her legs and 
looking one-up 
Man paced 
Broke up clay clods 
Dusted his coarse pants. 
"Listen here woman," 
(again) 
"I've little time for games. 
over him. 
"Down now or no supper for you." 
She smiled from her branch. 
Then-
"Truly?" head cocked. 
"Truly." gruffly. 
There she was 
grounded 
"Silly kid," 
with her arms around his neck 
hugging him. 
and tapped her rear. 
A Man Once Stood 
Laurie Abrams ' 67 
A man once stood up on a hill 
looked down at all the weeds in bloom 
and laughed . 
I too stood there 
close to the height and strength 
and (perplexed) said : why? 
Black eyes to mine he matched 
crawled into 
knew the though ts thereof 
and 
slightly smiled. 
Agitated annoyance drew steps away 
confronted 
(again) as if in battle 
boomed 
(a stamped foot 
hand pocketed in rear slot): 
Why! 
A warm smile grew to melt my cold. 
One step was taken 
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and myself pulled down 
to sh are the grass with crickets . 




Phyllis DeR eamer '67 
Hawk 
Laurie Abrams '67 
There sits beneath the tree 
Hawk 
Whose brownwing gathers reddust 
as he hobbles. 
He came to us old. 
He is older now. 
And men 




We tell children 
tall tales 
We tell men 
"It is unknown" 
and 
What we do know. 
Hawk come one day 
hobbled from off the road 
with a dragging wing. 
We splinted; it healed. 
We had to keep the dogs away. 
They yapped. 




We saw him. 
But in our presence 
(even after the splint removed) 
he dragged his wing. 
as we caught frogs to feed him 
and patted his head. 
We've grown fond of the old bird. 
Pieces 
anonymous 
1. A rainly day is for sleeping. 
It might be the sound of it -
Maybe it's the mugginess that goes with it; 
Maybe the darkness that comes when it comes; 
Perhaps the thoughts it makes you think-
Rain - tears - blood - drip - drop -
Perhaps it's the thought of death 
I want to sleep now. 
2. I'm sitting on the porch - it's so quiet. 
It's so peaceful. 
I can't be hurt. 
No one can do harm. 
The birds are singing. 
It's summer. 
The children next door are playing in the sandbox. 
It's so peaceful. 
No one can do harm. 
The insects are busy getting food. 
The bees are collecting pollen. 
Across the street, the children are swimming in the small 
pool. 
It's so peaceful. 
No one can do harm. 
I'm thinking lovely thoughts. 
It's so peaceful. 
No one can do harm. 
Then a man steps on an ant. 
3. To laugh when someone falls, or gets hurt, or cries -
Are you laughing because you're happy, it's not you? 
Or are you laughing because of an opposite - reversal 
reaction? 
Are you laughing because you are afraid? 
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4. Someone to sa y " God bl es s you" w h en you sneez e 
Or, even more, when you don ' t. 
Someone to come home to, 
To talk to, to talk with - to share you r pr ob lems . 
Not only the big one s, but the small on es th at everyone else 
would consider insi gnificant and unimpor ta nt . 
Someone to be there a t a ll times. 
Someone who tells you ju s t w ha t sh e th in ks of y ou . 
(And you want to hear that) 
Someone to share your secret s, your wond ers, your excite-
ment, your thou ghts, your feelin g s, y our every things -
Your friendship. 
5 . To run with the morning; 
To dance in the sun; 
I want someone to keep time from my door. 
To take me to the ocean, but k eep me on the shore. 
To pretend the snowflakes are all warm . 
6. Someday people will stop fightin g. 
There won't be any wars. 
There won't be any heart ach es. 
There won't be any tears. 
There won't be any fears . 
There won't be babie s cryin g from the frighten ing sound of 
a blast. 
The re won't be children in the streets . 
They won't become orphan s anymore . 
There won ' t be lack of trust . 
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There won ' t be lack of happiness . 
There will be peace. 
People will have no fears , no tears . 
People will laugh, will sing. 
People will be happy . 
So will I. 
Airborne 
Edith H. Cheever, '56 
L_ 
7. I'm happy - when I think of other people who aren't. 
I have friends, parents, a dog. 















the lion's woken. 
Now, the rise-
Breathe in the skies! 
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Gestalt 
by Miriam Gold, '66 Days like this you get like these insights into yourself. Sort 
of a reawakening to thin gs around you. This is the first time 
I've been home since that long week we had off back in Febru-
ary. Of course you could cou nt on a snow fall cause this means 
the kid has to help shovel. And there' s thi s bi g drift in front of 
the garage door so you can't get in to get the shovel s out. But 
the kid's got to shovel anyway. Th e kid - that's what I call 
myself. Just to be cool. 
Well let me set the stage for you. Here it is April 24, 1966. 
It's been a month since Spring started. It's st ill pretty raw out. 
Springs are always pretty late in New En g land. Everybody 
acts like it's so unusual. 
- Seems to me the hyacinths were poking through this time 
last year. 
Still I know they 've never made it before May first. Same 
neighborhood gossip each Spring. You'd think they'd have 
more important things to worry about than Alice Robbins' 
reputation . Every time this kid has a date (and that's pretty 
often) they stand at attention by their windows. Now her 
reputation is something Alice should worry about. But since 
~he don't worry, they worry enough for the FBI's concern about 
Juvenile delinquency. The whole street's taking over, so rela x 
J. Edgar. 
- Actually if you ask me the whole problem stems from her 
mother Working. If Myra weren't out making extra money to 
buy a new fur jacket Alice wouldn't be such a wild kid. That 
child . d . b . h d Just oesn't know the difference etween ng t an 
Wrong. And that boy friend of hers. You'd think he would 
come up to the door instead of beeping the horn. And out she 
comes • 
h . running. Bare feet. Dirty dungarees. And that sweat-s irt w·th h 
1 t e sleeves cut off. In my day when a girl entertained 
a gentle h . 
mans e dressed like a lady . And acted like one. 
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That was Sara Greene you just listened to. She's on our party 
line. Miss Greene teaches over at the Andrews School. Mother 
said she used to be a fine teacher. I couldn't stand her. Miss 
Greene that is. Not my Mother. She's okay. This Miss Greene's 
the type that's always harping for neat papers, proper heading, 
and correct margins. You know, an inch on the left and a half 
on the right. Then you'd have to copy it over if it wasn't neat. 
One paper I wrote was so messy that I had to copy it over four 
times. She kept yelling at me that I wasn't trying very hard. 
Then she'd smile a little sadistic grin and hand me another 
piece of paper. This woman had me so nervous I was ready for 
Miltown at the age of eight. And we had to use ink yet. Now 
my fourth copy was a real masterpiece. When I say masterpiece 
I mean it. Every letter slanted just so. All the t's were crossed. 
The o's were closed. Backs of the letters straight. No loops on 
the small d's. You know the usual jazz. Well there I was march-
ing up the aisle after three heart-breaking failures. And the kid 
trips over Timmy Johnson's leg. Paper lands on floor with my 
body over it. Result: a mess. Now if you remember to ask me 
on my death bed I'll tell you that creep did it on purpose. Well 
I got sent out of the room for fooling around and wasn't to 
come back until I could control myself. 
This Miss Greene has lived in town since the Pilgrims 
landed. We found her picture in one of the back copies of the 
yearbook they keep in the library. 
Sara Howard Greene 
37 Elmwood Drive 
Copy editor of the Beacon, homeroom Red Cross repre-
sentative, decoration committee for Sophomore dance, 
honor roll. 
Ambition: Journalism 
Pet peeve: People who crack bubble gum in study hall 
"The best things are built on firm foundations." 
Well back to today. This reawakening I was telling you 
about. It was just after dinner. The paperboy was late as usual. 
The kid is supposed to show at five. Now we eat at six or a 
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little after. This gives Dad time to read the front page and the 
business section before we eat while Mom finishes the salad. 
Then we eat. Dinner takes a pretty long time because we all 
like to talk. After dinner Mom cleans up and Dad takes the 
paper out on the porch (if the weather's nice) or the den (if 
otherwise). Well like I was saying Tommy's late. Seven o' five. 
Huntley-Brinkley's started and no paper. Dad mutters some-
thing about cancelling home delivery cause you never have 
the paper when you want it. Seven-fifteen (first commercial) 
and the bell rings and in bops Tommy with some story about 
his little sister falling over the lawnmower which he was sup-
posed to put away. Then he starts in on how come he don't 
have the late edition. Which by the way is the only reason we 
get it at home. 
Tommy's part of it too. Like I read in psychology. Gestalt. 
That's like little pieces fitting together to make a whole (con-
figurations for exams). The way I sees it what I am is like all 
the people I know and things I see and do. I was thinking of 
keeping a diary about that but my roommate's kind of nosey. 
So I'll just think on it. 
So dinner's over and I go up to my boudoir. I'm taking 
French this semester. And I see Tommy go over by the King-
stons and then cut across the Country Club parking lot. There 
I was at my usual pose by the window overlooking the yard. 
When I was a little kid they used to worry about me being a 
little off base cause I spent so much time up there by myself. 
Then they read this child psychology book about how you're 
supposed to let kids play with themselves. I mean by them-
selves to allow them time to be creative. Well I'm not sure how 
true it is but at least they Jet me alone without yelling at me. 
They even built a window seat when they remodeled the up-
stairs. That was back when Uncle Henry moved out to get 
married. 
So here I was up at my window. Overlooking the yard. It's 
not too big or anything. The usual jazz around. Lilacs so there 
will be color in the early spring. Irises for May. Roses in June. 
You can fill in the rest. 
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There's this apple tree over by the tool house. That damn 
tree has been rotting away since ... Let me see ... We moved 
in back in fifty-two. No it must have been fifty-three cause 
Aunt Sibyl got married that summer and she had Albert the 
next summer and he'll be getting his license this August which 
makes him sixteen. That's right. See like it all fits in. We've 
been in the house for seventeen years and the Penns planted 
the tree next door when they started to build. If they had 
sprayed the tree when the tree warden warned them it would 
be okay now. But what do they care? The rotten apples don't 
fall in their yard. But I fix them cause I throw the rotten ones 
back into their yard. 
You'd never believe the Penns. Hubert L. That's the Father. 
He's always called Hubert. Never Bert or something human 
like. If I had that name I'd change it to Oscar. Well Hubert 
went to Duke. As far as I can figure the guy went for a semes-
ter. He might have even gone a whole year. Then good ole 
hot-air-Hubert flunks out of pre-med. Well Hubert L. likes 
to tell stories. He's made his flunking out of college into a 
nation-wide holiday. From what we can put together Hubert 
met Doris (She's the wife.) while he was playing the joe-college 
scene. Now Doris ain't a bad looking woman. Considering I 
say this with her hitting the mid-century mark (give or take a 
few years) she must have been pretty sharp back when she was 
young. 
Well Doris is like the type who wanted to be a child bride. 
So she meets Hubert while she's at Duke to get married. And 
she's after Hubert. You got the picture? Well Doris says-
Listen Hubert. It's either me or medicine cause I ain't waiting 
around no ten years. Well Hubert being the genius that he is 
quits college or they like invited him to and married little ole 
Doris. 
Hubert still gets the Duke alumni magazine and leaves it 
laying ( or is it lying) around the living room. Every time you 
talk to the guy he's getting all fogged up over his college days. 
Down-to-earth-guy. 
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So you see Hubert now has this job over at Raytheon. He 
and Doris are in hock up to their ears. The beginning of the 
month comes and it's all over. They're still paying for the 
carpet, the stereo, deep freeze, washing machine, and they're 
on a second mortgage. Real secure. 
Doris is another story. Like a dream world this woman lives 
in. The lady leads the life of Riley. He bows and scrapes the 
floor for the dame. As far as I can figure the most she ever does 
is to polish her nails and try out a new Estee Lauder makeup. 
Some women have it made. 
They've got a couple of kids. Barbara got married about 
four years ago to this lawyer-guy from New York. She's got 
two kids going on three next September. Barbara you could 
live without. Stephen's not much either. A genius he isn't. So 
after the two of us were in the seventh grade together and they 
told them Stephen should stay back, Hubert and Doris shipped 
him out to some prep school in the Berkshires. Because the kid 
would never be able to get into Duke without a little help. 
I haven't seen this Stephen-kid since the day I seen him 
peeping out of his window with these long distance glasses. 
And this Stephen-kid ain't looking at the scenery. He's glued 
in on my ever-loving room. He should be a freshman like 
me but since they put him into prep school like he loses a year 
or some such story. 
The kid pulled the best one last year. One day I'm sitting 
nice and comfortable by the window and the phone rings. 
Well I don't make no mad dash for it cause let's face it Paul 
Newman ain't calling me. The only one who ever calls me is 
Diane. She's my best friend. Next thing I know Mother's call-
ing upstairs that the phone's for me. Big thrill. Stephen H. Penn 
calling. The H. is for Hubert. The kid wants me to go to this 
Junior Prom they've got at Twin Oaks Preparatory School for 
Boys. Mind you I ain't seen this creep in four years since the 
day the kid played Peeping Tom. Now here I am seventeen 
years old (that was last year), a senior going on freshman and 
this little junior's asking me to a dance. Well I ain't got too 
many creeps pounding down my door but I got pride. So I tells 
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the kid I already got an engagement. But thanks him for his 
interest. I read how you're supposed to do that in Seventeen. 
Well like I was saying before I got side-tracked. This gestalt 
psychology really seems to be the thing. You see if I minutely 
examine all these little things that make up my existence, I 
figure then I'll be able to see what I'm like. Sort of like psycho-
analysis except I ain't got no twenty-five dollars an hour to 
discover myself. 
Now like I know I'm no genius. But objectively I can say 
I'm reasonably intellectual. I'm pulling a C+ average my first 
semester. Considering that it was a real shocker that I got 
accepted at this college in the first place, that's pretty im-
pressive. My Dad's a lawyer for this law firm in Boston and 
Mom used to teach before she had me. They're pretty smart. 
They ain't the television types. You know what I mean? Like 
the TV conks out, they could give a damn. But with me it's 
another story. From one of those psychology books they've 
got, they decided that I just haven't reached this intellectual 
peak. I think I reached it back in the third grade the day I 
tripped over Timmy Johnson's leg. And it's been down hill 
since. But why tell them? 
They've got enough to worry about. Like the gardener. See 
this guy is supposed to come every Thursday morning. Well 
this is the day my Mother does the shopping. So for ten bucks 
a week this guy does a real quickie around the yard and like he 
forgets to weed. So comes Saturday afternoon and Dad's out 
trimming flower beds. But they don't want to make no fuss 
cause he's temperamental and it's hard to get a good gardener. 
Besides if you fire this one, your name's mud around the gar-
d~ners, and you'll never be able to get another. 
I know that don't seem too important. But it's part of me. 
These little things. Like I was telling my roommate the night I 
got stood up by this blind date. Good ole Stephen H. Penn 
fixed me up with his cousin Henderson who's guaranteed to be 
really sharp. Well Henderson never showed up, so I was trying 
to look at this humiliation in a more meaningful light. 
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So like I was telling you at the beginning of this here essay. 
Here I am. Eighteen years old. Old enough to drink in New 
York and they're still serving me ginger ale when they have 
company. Eighteen years old with the figure of an immature 
twelve year old. Reasonably intelligent as compared with the 
total population. That's including non-college types. Like 
street cleaners and sales ladies. I've got a reasonable enough 
face. This isn't saying that I'm Mona Lisa, but I never went 
for that type. My hair's kind of straightish with a little flip at 
the bottom. That's on non-humid days. It's got a little cowlick 
in the back, but it's fairly manageable. My personality don't 
set the world on fire, but I ain't no fink either. 
So here I am looking out the window at these little things I 
was telling you about. Then I take a look in the mirror over 
the dresser. And I wonder what I'm all about. How come 




Andr ea Nordin '69 
The Kite 
Judy Milhender '69 
Pink and yello w again s t the sky 
screams of excitement. 
It dips, loops, twists 
outsiders watch 
with inside thoughts and dre ams . 
Over buildings, land, a river 
It soars - pushing 
Always upward - higher 
Higher , until at last it 
Reaches its peak. Still trying 
It gives one more pull 
And 
The delicate balance is broken . 
Slowly it circles down 
Quietly it swoops into the water. 





Judith Gast ' 69 
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Sw eep the filth away, 
Cle an se the bod y, was h the fru it. 
But mind ' s dirt re turns . 
First a flickerin g , 
Then darkn ess . We wer e all blind . 
Yet, outside - the moon . 
I ga zed in wonder 
At their me an , laughin g fa ces 
And anoth er' s tear s. 
Slight dimples , soft eyes 
Called me from across the room , 
Yet just on canvas . 
Event 
J. D. M. '66 
"Alec, your father doesn't really want you to succeed." Last 
night Laura said that. She didn't want to tell me, but I made 
her, I forced her. Clock says five. I've got to think - rest, just 
one minute. "I know it will hurt." God! I can't believe it. Of 
course it's a lie. She's trying to get back at me for making her 
life miserable. NO, she's not like that. 
Why does she put up with my crap? Why does she stick by 
me? She could have any guy she wanted. Laura loves me, she 
NEEDS me. I've got to get out of here; where can I go? God! 
who'd give a damn if I left? 
-Can't blame dad Laura, he's had a tough life. "How?" 
-He's had to work for things in life. ''Who hasn't?" -His 
father never needlessly parted with his dough. Old pop died 
and left nothing to his kids, all to his wife. "O.K. your father 
feels cheated and things should have been BETTER for him. 
DON'T let him cheat you, you've got to make it on your own 
or not all." -Life has dropped him a few pegs, he was the one 
who missed out in his family. Get up!! Get up!! -He's good 
about loaning me money and not insisting that I work. "DON'T j 
YOU SEE as long as you are dependent upon him, The Al-
mighty Source, he has your life. He doesn't want you to break 
loose; you may beat him out in life like the rest of his family. 
You are a real threat to him." Dad really likes Laura; she's so 
alive like mom use to be. Maybe - she's right, she has an 
uncanny ability to psyche people out. She told me Don was a 
bad bet, never should have let him into the fraternity. 
God, WHAT do I want out of life? I've got to get out of here; 
I've got to take off. 11 Alec I need you, you can't take off without 
me." -Don't you see, I'm incapable of loving anyone right 
now. 'Well, what do you want me to do, sit around and wait 
until you're ready? You can go to HELL." -Maybe you should 
go out with someone else. "There's no one else I wish to go out 
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with ." I wish to hell she didn't d epe n d on me. She's the only 
one th a t keeps me here. All m y g oo d times h ave bee n with her , 
sailin g- A lri gh t, alri gh t I'm comin g. W h y th e h ell do yo u have 
to ban g so h ard . G od it's hot. 5 :30 , m u st be d inn er time; let 
them eat fir st , I ca n 't sta n d the ch aos . 
"P erson ally , I can 't see h ow y ou live in th e p sychot ic hole." 
-You can 't see ho w I live in it. You m ake m e se e the damn 
me ss and th en y ou wo n ' t let m e leav e. 'Tm a ll for you leavin g 
that pla ce, bu t wit h ME ." Wh y do es sh e a lways h ave to rub 
my nos e in it? -L ay off, will you? 
" Look Alec, you' ve go t to face realit y. Your fa th er 's not for 
you and your mo th er is so bu sy runnin g sh e ca n 't s top to th ink, 
never mind faci ng real ity. " -Wh a t is reality ? " Let 's face it, 
the whole plac e will fa ll apart if yo u leav e . Your fa th er never 
get s off hi s God damn du ff to do anythin g an d yo ur bro ther 
is just like him . God h elp yo u r mother , th e who le p lace would 
fall apart without he r. Sh e H A TES m e , doe sn ' t sh e? " Mo m 
th inks Laura a bit of a snou t. Sh e can 't keep up th e pa ntomine 
when Laura 's around . -M om likes yo u Laura . " Yo u' re no t 
bein g hone st wi th me A lec, I k n ow sh e does n ' t. " - I th ink she 
kn ows you are on to th e r eal s itu a tio n an d be lieve m e she 
doesn ' t like to fa ce it eithe r. 
" Your fath er ha sn ' t earn ed a ce nt in tw o years. H ow does 
he support six children ?" -S ells s tock I g uess? " He do es n ' t get 
money from your grandmoth er doe s h e?" -He 'd lik e to , but I 
don ' t think he doe s. Well , I've go t to give h im cre di t for tr y ing. 
"If he 'd stop trying fo r the b ig s tu ff and ju s t s ta rt off a t h is own 
level , he might get som ewhere ." - D on ' t yo u see he ' s tr y ing ? 
"Two years. " -Let's drop it . 
-Laura , what do you see in me ? " Confu sion ." -Is th a t A LL 
you see? It 's a sh ame you 're so shallo w . " Wh a t els e do you let 
me see?" I so desperately want to help you, but I don ' t kno w 
how . I know there 's a lot th ere, but I don 't k no w h ow to ge t to 
you. "What do yo u want me to DO? " 
-Why do you put up with me , Laura? " Because ther e's 
something ther e I desperately want to sa lv age. You use to 
always tell me how wonderful I was. " Thin gs were wonde rful 
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then, wrestling on the beach. Laura hated to get sand in her 
hair. Life was so simple then. "I know someday you'll discover 
that I'm not so wonderful, just human." -You must be won-
derful; you put up with me. 
-I can't seem to carry through on anything. Oh, I'm so 
damn stupid. "Alec, don't belittle yourself; you're your own 
worst enemy. GOD, will you let me help you. I just can't talk 
with you anymore." -You've tried. Why do you stick with 
me? "Because I love you. Will you accept the fact that I love 
you the way you are?" 
"You've been so miserable and unapproachable lately, 
always picking a fight. You know sleep is a means of escape, so 
is daydreaming." 
-I think about it, but I don't know what the hell I want. I 
have millions of ideas. "Well pursue one; we all have to start 
somewhere. Granted this is a very difficult time of life, but we 
all have to start somewhere. Go out on a limb, if you don't like 
it - get off. Alec, life is not going to plant itself at your feet. 
You can't make it the first time out. You've got to start some-
where, at the bottom." 
"Alec, I don't know, I just don't know. FRUSTRATION is 
not the word. I've said that all before and it seems to mean 
nothing to you. God, you're the only person I just can't get to." 
What? Ya. Tell mom I'll be right there. 
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Phyllis DeReamer '67 
The Terminal 
Carol Ramsey '69 
... Bus stations are lonely places 
Dank and musty 
People waiting to 
Go everywhere. 
Waiting, waiting 
Until they are summoned. 
The loved; the forgotten 
The hopeful; the distressed 
All waiting. 
Where have they come from 
Where do they travel 
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What do they seek 
Why are they here 




Cornelia Atchley, 7 years old 
Hartwell School, Lincoln, Mass. 
Gail Kershaw Manners, '65 
An old, old woman 
Walking down a street, 
Looking for daylight. 
James van Leer, 7 years old 
Hartwell School, Lincoln, Mass. 
Gail Kershaw Manners,' 65 
The frog, sitting on his lilypad. 
As the fly passes 
Jumps at it. 
Nancy Davis, Grade VI 
Kristin Lenington, 7 years old 
Hartwell School, Lincoln,Mass. 
Gail Kershaw Manners, '65 
A snowflake 
Twinkling down my back 
As I was walking. 
Midland Street School, Worcester, Mass. 
Mrs. Rose Singer 
The Sea 
The air is alive with the smell of the sea, 
And the sound of the seagulls above, 
The seashells that carpet the ocean floor, 
The occasional coos of the dove. 
The beach is afire with the glowing moon light, 
With the shining, the shimmering star, 
The sun that has set 'neath the sea for the night 
And the music of peace from afar. 
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... 
Mary W eismantel, Grade V 
Lesley-Ellis School, Cambridge, Mass. 
]oninaHerter, '66 
Interpretation from "The People, Yes" 
Carl Sandburg 
A father, 
When his son is older 
Approaching full growth 
And manhood, 
Wonders what he must tell 
This one, who looks up to 
His wisdom and knowledge 
Of the world. 
Tell him to be harsh 7 
Or tell him to be gentle? 
Or always put up a wall 
About him, 
And spend his life 
Alone? 
And lonely? 
His son asks for 
A few words 




To tell him? 
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Song to the Sun 
Sharon Clifford '70 
' I l l 
' 4i l ,• ' .:~ "\ . 
Sheronah Bentov, Grade V 
Lesley-Ellis School, Cambridge, Mass. 
lonina Herter, 1 66 
Song of a Betrayed Friend 
Oh why did you choose me 
To throw away- to the cold? 
You shall forget me, but not I you. 
Why did you take me 
Like a leaf on a tree - to throw away with time? 
I loved you secretly. 
And this is how you repay me. 
You were the moon and stars to me. 
I placed you high above 
My very dearest friend to me, who now returns my love. 
She cares for me, and I care for her. 
But you - you treat me like a toy, 
As if I had no heart, 
And oh! I wish this bloody thing 
Had never had a start -
For you have broke my heart. 
John Flaherty, Grade VI 
Thomas N. Hart School, South Boston, Mass. 
Marjorie Olin,' 67 
The Mouse and Rat 
There once was a mouse that lived in a house. 
There once was a rat that lived under a mat. 
Said the mouse to the rat, 
"How does it feel under that mat?" 
"Not very comfortable," said the rat. 
"For I have just been stepped on and I am flat." 
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Paula Boyd, Grade V 
Emerson School, Malden, Mass. 
Meryl Rubin,' 66 
The World 
In winter time the snow is deep, 
While animals are fast asleep, 
And in the den with them keep, 
Their babies who are fast asleep. 
There's more than that in the world, 
I'll tell you if you want to know, 
There're bees that fly around the trees, 
And dogs that walk around with fleas. 
There are flowers that bloom in the Spring, 
And you can just barely hear them sing, 
There are rabbits that hop around, 
And while they hop, they make no sound. 
There are trees with pretty leaves, 
That fall down rapidly, 
And as they fall, 
They like to call, 
Come down and stay with me. 
There're cats that sometimes like to purr, 
Because they have such lovely fur, 
There're birds that sing sweet melodies, 
That sometimes sound like a symphony. 
There' re lots of things in this world, 
So many I couldn't name them all, 
There're trees, bees, flowers, leaves, 
And many more in this lovely world. 
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from Pendulum 
A Thank You to those at Lesley who through their contributions 
have helped make publication possible. 
The Student Government Council 
Class of 1969 





White Hall - Second Floor 
Commuters Club 
Lesleyan 
Edna St. Vincent Millay 
Stranger, pause and look; 
From the dust of ages 
Lift this little book, 
Turn the tattered pages, 
Read me, do not let me die! 
Search the fading letters, finding 
Steadfast in the broken binding 
All that once was I! 
Fine China, Crystal 
and Silver 
VERSAILLES 
et La Petite Galerie 
52 BRA TILE STREET, CAMBRIDGE 
UNiversity 4-7738 
FOREST CAFE 
Luncheons Our Specialty 
1682 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 
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COLONIAL DRUG, INC. 
Complete Drug Supplies 
UN 4-2222 
49 BRATTLE ST., CAMBRIDGE 
Cambridge COFFEE, 
TEA & SPICE HOUSE 
and many, many incidental etceteras also 
1759 MASS. AVE., CAMBRIDGE 
354-8170; 523-5621 
99 CHARLES ST., BOSTON 
CHICKEN DELIGHT 
Chicken· Shrimp· Fish 
Bar-B-Q Rib • Clam Dinners 
Free Delivery 





34 BRATTLE ST. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
MONTROSE SPA 
SERVICE W ITH A SM ILE 
D eli ca tessen· Fancy Fruit s 
Gro ceri es and Sun d ri es 
Op en 8:00 a.m .-11 p .m . 
1646 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 
EL 4-9476 
CUSTOM-MADE SA ND A LS • BAGS • BEL TS 
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leather design 
48 brattle street 
3 mt. auburn street 
cambridge : phone 491-0451 
Member of 
Flori sts' Tran sw orld D eli ve ry Associ ati o n 
KUPERSMITH - Florist 
Flowers for All Occasions 
Telephon e 868-1188 
8 BRATTLE STREET 
Harvard Square 
CAMBRIDGE, MAS S. 02138 






1728 Massachusetts Ave. 
NEAL'S 
COSTUME JEWELRY 
CARDS • GIFTS 
UN 8-7000 
"HOME OF THE PIERCED EARRING" 
ALSO NOVEL TY AND SOUVENIR ITEMS 
AND POSTCARDS 
* 









Cleaner and Tailor 
1693 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 
OXFORD STUDIOS 
PORTRAITS OF ARTISTIC QUALITY 
over 25 yrs. of Customer Satisfaction 
Inquiries Welcomed 
Complete Framing Service 
1735 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 
Between Harvard & Porter Sqs. 
354-7212 
BOBBI BAKER LTD. 
20 Holyoke Street 
Harvard Square 
for Pizazz in Women's Fashion 
BUY AT BENCE'S 
"LESLEY APPROVED" 
Lesley Stationery - Mascot Scotties - Felt Banners 
Stickers - Seals - Head Scarfs 
All School Supplies 
FREE DELIVERY TRowbridge 6-2002 
MINUTE MAN RADIO CO., INC. 
Fisher - H. H. Scott - CM Labs - Acoustech 
J. B. Lansing- Sony - Dual - Miracord - Marantz 
LP Records - Stereo Tapes - TV Rentals 
Sales and Service 
Store Hours: 
Mon. thru Sat., 8:45 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Thursday nights 'till B:30 
30 Boylston Street, Harvard Sq. 
ZECROPIA 
Earrings• Paper Dresses• Mini-Skirts 
Paper pant-suits • Odds and Ends 
30 Brattle St., Cambridge 
868-6779 
FOR YOUR DRUG NEEDS 
Reliable Prescription Service 
LINNAEAN PHARMACY, INC. 
Prescriptions Called For and Delivered 







Specializing in Shish-Kabeb 
Beer and Wine 
Opposite Holiday Inn 
1680 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. EL 4-8335 
PLUMBING, HEATING 
AND GAS FITTING 
Master's License No. M2699 
Free Estimates 
Call 666-1065 
for the very finest in dining ... 
NATALIE'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT 
We serve only authentic 
Italian food and wine 
1672 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
MIDGET RESTAURANT 
Varsity Cocktail Lounge 
The Starlite Room 
The most elegant room in Cambridge 
Open from 6 a.m.-12:30 a.m. 
1712-1714 Mass. Ave. EL4-8556 








Antiques and Interiors 
491-9602 
Furniture, Paintings, Rugs 
our specialty 
1686 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 
354-2255 
MISS CANNON'S SHOP INC. 
Toys, Children's Clothing 
20 BRATTLE ST., CAMBRIDGE 
547-5119 
COLLEGE GRILL 
Italian & American foods 
and 
PIZZAS 
1671 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 
Rogers of Harvard Square 
• imported French bikinis 
• suits, dresses, slack-suits 
• complete line of men's sportswear 
• sandals and beachwear 












Hobbies - Crafts - Toys - Games 




1688 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Keep Your Smile Through 
Life! 
PILA TO SHOE SERVICE 
Work of Distinction 
1676 Massachusetts Ave. 
(Corner of Shepard) 
Cambridge, Mass. 
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lESLEY COLLEGE 
Holiday Inn of Cambridge 





1651 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 
491-1000 
MITCHELL'S HAIR FASHION 
Simplicity with Fashion 





THE OXFORD SHOP 
for al I your favorites: 
Liberty of London 
Gant and Hathaway shirts 
McMullen Blouses 
John Meyer of Norwich 
The Villager 
and many others 
35A Brattle St. 
Harvard Square 
BOOK LANE 
Paperback Books · Greeting Cards 
School Supplies 
201 Tremont St., Boston 542-8418 
(Little Building) 




the Market with 
everything 
1678 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Cambrid-"^ ■'
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